
CHUCK 

 

Me and Chinaski were on the cross at the post office, 

meanwhile leaving one shackjob for another 

on a quest for lonesome asses. 

It was all about a woman’s mysterious secretions, 

blood and piss, lubricant, and babies. 

 

When we’d eat, Chinaski made noises like his old man, 

grunting and chewing, slurping coffee, sucking in his Jell-O. 

 

I like writing poetry, I told him. 

I like washing my hair with Drāno, he replied. 

Sometimes I’m overcome with the Muse, I said. 

Yeah? he retorted. Well, she ain’t telling you shit. 

 

Life was swarming pain, too much sunlight, 

but nights at the bar were true. 

I asked the woman on the adjacent stool for a date,  

and she put a lighter to the hem of her dress.  

One had fabulous curves in tight coveralls. 

She brought me home, and we got naked,  

but she kept clouting me with empty gin bottles. 

 

Me and Chinaski went to the track like touts, 

stealthily betting to win, place, and show, 

then got too drunk and decided, fuck the odds. 

 

Once, declared Chinaski, I decided to commit suicide, 

but someone had already done it for me. 

 

We’d write poetry together, 

Chain-smoking, chain-drinking,  

listening to tinny classical from a cheap radio. 

I was rotten, but he got published 

in grainy magazines and flimsy paperbacks in the primeval days. 

He got reading gigs. He’d mumble short lines, 

sign some napkins and receipts, palm the money, and hit the clubs. 

 

We traveled some. 

Once, every time the plane bucked the wind, 

the passengers would order drinks. 

An engine sputtered out, and everyone laughed. 

The pilot had to land to avoid crashing into a mountain ledge  

and stop before going off a cliff,  

but we were watching a guy doing the limbo  



with a brimming shot glass on his forehead, 

and were yelling “Opa!” Someone looked out the window and yelled, 

“Goddam! We made it!” 

 

There came a day we drank ourselves sad and deep. 

Ever had a spiritual experience? I wondered. 

Soaping a woman’s body in the shower, he answered. 

How about the meaning of life? 

It’s in all the things you can’t remember. 

Do you like people? 

They’re beautiful from far away, 

but I’m my own best company. 

What is the purpose of time? 

Watching the money run out. He ordered another round. 

Do you have any advice for writers? 

Your typewriter is your gun to kill the many evil fuckers. 

 

We were giddy, thinking we had skipped work again, 

then remembered we were retired. 

 


